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Think in advance

• What is the need you are seeking coaching for?

If you need to finally finish the book or take your leadership to the next level or
find a new career or clarify your thoughts, different coach is right for different
needs. First clarify for yourself; what is the need you want coaching to serve.

• What type of coaching are you looking for?

Think whether you want room for thought or boost to action? Do you want deep
dive thinking or challenging that gets you moving? Do you value different tools
and methods or is the experience of the coach within your need the most relevant
for you?

• Interview at least three professional coaches.

Meet couple coach candidates and pick the one who fits your need and your
personality.

It might be a bit tricky to find the right coach, but with the help of this buyers guide
you are able to make your search easier. The best coaches have more interested
clients that they can take on. By thinking in advance what need coaching should
serve, what type of coaching you are looking for and what do you expect from a
coach, you increase your chances of finding a perfect match.
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How to spot a profes sional coach?
ICFcredentialed

Niche

Writtten
agreement

ACC/PCC/MCC

1) They have a valid ICF-credential (ACC, PCC or MCC)
ICF (International Coach Federation) is the worlds leading organization who credentials
coaching professionals. Other ”coaching certificates” mean that the person has
participated in a specific training and gotten a training certificate. It is not a proof of
professionalism, just of participating in a coaching specific training. ICF-credentialing
requires that all knowledge- and experience requirements of a professional coach are
met.

ICF-credentialed coach has
ü received required amount of quality coach specific training - masters all the core
competences of coaching
ü received required amount of professional mentoring – has reflected own learning
with a senior ICF-credentialed coach
ü coached required amount of clients – has practical work experience
ü past the performance evaluation - demonstrated coaching skills
ü past the coach knowledge written assessment – has demonstrated holistic
understanding of coaching profession
ü committed to ethical conduct and the code of coaching ethics
ü committed to continuous professional development
ü understanding of the distinctions between coaching, consulting, psychotherapy and
other support professions, and is able to refer a client to another support
professional as needed, knowing when this is needed and the available resources.
ICF-credential is valid for a three-year term, which assures that ICF-credentialed coach
is committed to the professional standards and continuously developing their skills.
Renewing the ICF-credential required, in addition to the requirements mentioned
above, additional coach specific training, including coaching ethics related training. One
can also loose the ICF-credential if for example breaking the ethical code or not meeting
the continuous developing requirements. When you choose a ICF-credentialed coach, if
you have any concerns about the coaches ethical behavior, you can turn to the ICF
ethical conduct review process.
ICF is the leading global organization dedicated to advancing the coaching profession
for over 20 years. ICF offers the only globally recognized, independent credentialing
program for coach practitioners and also accredits programs that deliver coach-specific
training. ICF also has a extensive industry research program and
continuously reviews the requirements of professional coaching.
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2) They are able to specify what topics, knowledge or clients they focus
on and who would they not be the right coach for
Ask what does this coach specify in, instead of telling what you are looking for. Explore
what this coach is best in. You might rethink the ”Anything for anyone” coaches. The
coach who is focused on your specific need will help you find new thinking patterns
and methods to reach your targets. Also think in advance if you value business- or HR
background or something else.

3) Written agreement
Professional coach always has a written agreement on the coaching assignment.,
where the roles, responsibilities, rights and fees are clearly communicated as well as
the confidentiality.
A professional coach always reserved the client the right to end the coaching
agreement any time for any reason.
Make sure the invoicing has been clearly agreed. A good coach is also clear on how
information may be shared between coach, client and sponsor. Ask to review the
contract in advance.

Impartial

Ethical
Confidential

Confidential &
impartial ,
dedicated to the growth of the

client,
and not involved
in the internal politics
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Interview three
References

Character
Style

You can find ICF-credentialed coaches at coachfederation.org
When looking for the right coach for you:
Ask colleagues for recommendations for great coaches, but remember, that this is a very
personal choice - what works for one might not work for someone else. Anyway you get
good tips of coaches you might want to approach. Check the references and contact the
coach candidates personally. This way you get a feel for their communications style and
with personal contact you become a interesting client for a good coach.
When interviewing the coach candidate pay attention to their character and your
personal chemistry. An actual coaching session will give you the best view on the
coaching style of this particular coach. Many professionals offer a opportunity for one
session before committing to a coaching process. Once you get a feeling, that you can
talk about anything with this person (if you are looking for a full partner) or that this
person challenge you in a right way (if you are looking for a kick) you have found the
right coach.

Great questions to ask a coach candidate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is your niche?
How long have you been coaching?
What ICF-credential do you hold?
How do you know the coaching session has been really successful?
How would you describe your coaching style?
What is your typical client like?
What is your ideal client like?
Who would you not be the right coach for?
Who is your mentor/supervisor?

Choose your COACH carefully.
The impact of great coaching
is still visible years from now.
.
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Terminology
Coaching = long-lasting process focused on clients goals. Coaching is a partnership in

thought provoking and creative process, which inspires the client to reach their full
potential both professionally and personally. Coaching is an exploring process
increasing awareness and the ability to move to ones targets faster and more effectively.
Coaching allows the client to take time to clarify thoughts and targets and to find new
methods to achieve them.

Coachee/Client = person being coached.
Sponsor = entity paying for and/or arranging the coaching services to be provided.
Professional coach = ICF-credentialed, confidential partner (may be internal or

external coach). Coaching professional, widely trained and dedicated to nourish the
growth of the client. Committed to the ethical conduct of the profession. Impartial
professional, who can communicate directly and provide open feedback and is not
involved in internal politics. Coach brings very little content to the coaching process and
challenges the thinking of the client.
As a rough distinction between other roles:

Therapist = helps clients to heal and get back to normal.
Mentor = senior in the topic being discussed, sparring and sharing own experiences .
HR/Manager as a coach = doing their own work with coaching approach.
Consultant = advisor, proposes or verifies decisions. Offers advice, solutions and
ready –made models.
Trainer = teaches things, passes on information.
Facilitator = directs discussion.

Anyone
in these roles may work
with a coaching approach
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